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ABSTRACT
Secure location sensing has the potential to improve healthcare processes regarding security, efficiency, and safety. For
example, enforcing close physical proximity to a patient when
using a barcode medication administration system (BCMA)
can mitigate the consequences of unsafe barcode scanning
workarounds. We present Beacon+, a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) device that extends the design of Apple’s popular iBeacon specification with unspoofable, temporal, and
authenticated advertisements. Our prototype Beacon+ design enables secure location sensing applications such as realtime tracking of hospital assets (e.g., infusion pumps). We
implement this exact real-time tracking system and use it
as a foundation for a novel application that applies locationbased restrictions on access control.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.6 [Security and Protection]: Access Controls

General Terms
Security

Keywords
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INTRODUCTION

Tracking and managing assets in real-time are critical for
large organizations such as Hospitals. For example, “more
than [one-third] of nurses spend at least 1 hour per shift
searching for equipment and the average hospital owns 35,000
inventory SKUs and utilization hovers around 32-48%, with
nearly $4,000 of equipment per bed, lost or stolen each
year” [8]. Moreover, tracking needs to be secure; specifically, it needs to be resilient to active and passive attacks
that aid in the misappropriation of assets. We implement
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a real-time tracking system using low-cost Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) devices that provide authenticated wireless
communication to track securely assets and people.
We track assets in our system with an external device that
can receive BLE transmissions containing location data1 ,
and send location data to a trusted server via Wi-Fi. We
implement a device we call Beacon+ to broadcast location
data via BLE. This type of BLE beacon extends the design
of Apple’s popular iBeacon specification [17] by modifying
the advertisement, or unidirectional broadcast, to contain
a monotonically increasing sequence number and message
authentication code (MAC).
In particular, the sequence number provides temporal freshness that is resilient to clock skew without synchronization.
The MAC authenticates the Beacon+ to a trusted server,
where the trusted server maintains the absolute location of
each Beacon+. Upon receiving the Beacon+ advertisement,
the server updates the location of an asset.
We use the real-time tracking system as a foundation for
secure location sensing applications. One such example is access control that enforces location-based restrictions. This
application relies on the authenticity of received Beacon+
advertisements to compute the relative location to an asset
and provide access to asset data if and only if the accessor (i.e., the person who requires the data) is within close
physical proximity. Location here is only one factor in a
multi-factor access control scheme. For example, nurses and
physicians who are away from their personal computer but
moving around with a hospital-issued tablet must log in to
the tablet with their credentials and be within close physical
proximity of a patient to access her medical record.
Another secure location sensing application we describe
is BCMA physical proximity enforcement. BCMAs typically involve scanning barcodes on patients and medications to interface with electronic records. Koppel et al. [31]
identify 31 unique causes where healthcare professionals use
workarounds to BCMA processes that they consider impractical (e.g., time). However, these workarounds can result in
the wrong administration of medication which impacts patient safety. Therefore, physical proximity enforcement can
integrate BLE receivers into scanning devices and require
the user to be in an approved location to enable scanning.
The linchpin of our applications is Beacon+. To build
a secure and interoperable Beacon+ device we require the
following capabilities: (1) perform symmetric key opera1
Assets that support BLE do not require an additional device.

tions; (2) modify advertisement fields; (3) transmit unidirectional advertisements, and; (4) retain traditional beacon
(e.g., iBeacon) advertisement structure. We are aware of
only one similar, authenticated beacon called Trusted Beacon (TB) [20]. Beacon+ differs from TB in its choice of
cryptographic primitive and number of advertisements for a
single transmission. Specifically, TB lacks (1), (2) and (4).
Moreover, TB uses a weak, factorable [6, 18] 320-bit asymmetric RSA private to sign a random value that is valid for 5
minutes. An attacker can, therefore, replay a capture advertisement for up to 5 minutes. In contrast, Beacon+ uses a
128-bit symmetric AES key to compute a MAC on a monotonically increasing sequence number that is only valid for
1 second. Beacon+ conforms to the iBeacon standard because it fits in a single advertisement whereas TB requires
multiple advertisements (i.e., the signature is longer than
the message to be signed).

2.

BACKGROUND

While prior work exists for the design of location-based
access control protocols [33, 1, 30], there has, to the best
of our knowledge, been little work done regarding their implementation and evaluation. Existing technologies such as
RFID [25], GPS [21], and WiFi [8] have had varying levels
of success on tracking and managing assets. In this section,
we will explore the functionality of these technologies, and
discuss how their limitations necessitated Beacon+.

2.1

Radio Frequency Identification

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) provides shortrange asset tracking using tags and readers. Readers interrogate tags and receive unique identifiers along with other
data, and typically placed at ingress and egress points of
a particular area [2]. The readers then read all tags entering or leaving the monitored area. Communication range for
RFID is limited to tens of centimeters, and different bands of
RFID communication (low frequency, high frequency, ultra
high frequency) can increase the range up to 12 meters [11].
However, higher frequency RFID requires expensive antennas to extend the range. Deploying these antennas throughout an extensive area is impractical and can be considered
unsafe depending on hospital RF safety policies.

2.2

Global Positioning System

Global Positioning System (GPS) is a reliable global satellite system for providing time and location information to
any receiver with a clear view of at least four satellites. GPS
is well-suited to outdoor tracking applications, but it does
not function well when there is no direct line of sight to at
least four satellites. Thus, GPS is not suitable for establishing indoor positioning [23] because it is often not accurate
enough within buildings.

2.3

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi facilitates wireless networking over mid-ranged distances. Multiple wireless access points are often used to provide coverage to large areas.These access points each have
unique identifiers that bind to specific locations. Therefore, an administrator could track the location of individual clients by observing the order and location in which the
clients connect with access points over a given period.
Wi-Fi meets the accuracy, timeliness, and communication range requirements for indoor position management and

tracking. Previous work has looked at using Wi-Fi tags for
exactly this purpose [34]. One of the benefits of Wi-Fi-based
solutions is easy adoption; Wi-Fi tags are attached to devices or staff and communicate with existing access points.
However, adhesive Wi-Fi tags are not securely integrated
with the devices they manage as tags can be mixed up or
maliciously removed. Also, Wi-Fi is not as power efficient
as other technologies, it requires an additional layer of management (e.g., password, SSID, etc.), and it requires bidirectional communication that increases the attack surface. For
example, an attacker can continuously communicate with
the Wi-Fi device, attempting to authenticate and gain access.

2.4

Near Field Communication

Near field communication (NFC) [38] was invented for extremely short-range communication, on the order of several
inches. Therefore, for the applications considered in this
work, NFC is infeasible, as it would require an unreasonable
number of NFC devices.

2.5

Bluetooth

Bluetooth [35] is a short-range communication protocol
supported by most mobile devices (i.e., smartphones and
laptops). Bluetooth-enabled devices initiate connections to
host devices by entering discoverable mode and waiting for
a scanning device to make a connection inquiry. The device
then responds to the connection inquiry by sending information including a device name and a device class. If the host
chooses to connect to the client device, then the two devices
go through a pairing process.
Bluetooth technology has been used to build tracking systems [10, 4, 16, 27]. Previous work has generally used
older Bluetooth versions (older than v4.0) and did not consider security as a design goal. Some tracking systems required tracked entities to establish connections with Bluetooth infrastructure devices resulting in two-way communication with potentially untrusted entities [27].
Beacons. Nokia introduced Bluetooth low energy (BLE)
in 2004 as a wireless personal area network that later integrated into the Bluetooth 4.0 standard in 2010 [13]. BLE
uses significantly less power than classic Bluetooth, and BLE
devices can advertise information to a host device (receiver
herein) without requiring the host device to pair. Conceptually, BLE is similar to NFC, but it is capable of operating at
much longer ranges than NFC. In short, devices that need
to broadcast small snippets of data at irregular intervals use
BLE.
Beacon is one implementation of BLE. A beacon is an inexpensive BLE device (in the range of $5 [12] to $30 [9])
that repeatedly broadcasts a fixed unique identifier. Applications interpret these identifiers for a variety of purposes.
For example, Apple’s iBeacon [7] broadcasts what it calls
an advertisement. The packet structure of an advertisement
reveals a tuple of fixed identifiers that are interpreted by as
coupon data.
Beacon+ bases itself on the iBeacon protocol and thus
we adopt their advertisement structure. In particular, this
structure is composed of the following fields [7]:
• UUID: a sixteen-byte unique number used to identify
all iBeacons in a particular deployment.
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• Major: a two-byte number used to identify groups of
iBeacons within a deployment from other groups.
• Minor: a two-byte string used to identify individual
iBeacons in a particular cluster of devices.
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Although previous work has looked at using Beacons for
indoor tracking [39, 5, 28, 19], the insecurity of the iBeacon
protocol makes it poorly suited for this task in the presence
of an attacker.

3.
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1. Integrity. Advertisements should not be modifiable by
an unauthorized entity.
2. Availability. Advertisements should be accessible.
We omit confidentiality because Beacon+ advertisements
contain no private data. Moreover, we do not claim any
privacy goals for Beacon+ as the application of tracking relinquishes the privacy of an asset or person inherently.
Attackers are distinguished based on their goals, capabilities, and relation to Beacon+. Thus, we have the following
classification criteria.
1. Active/Passive Attacker. Active attackers can read,
modify, and inject advertisements (i.e., BLE communication). Passive attackers can eavesdrop advertisements.
2. Internal/External entity. Internal entities have legitimate Beacon+ access (e.g., hospital administrator).
3. Single/Coordinated group entities.
4. Sophisticated/Unsophisticated Attacker. Sophisticated
attackers have access to specialized equipment (e.g.,
high gain antennas). Unsophisticated attackers have
access to conventional equipment (e.g., BLE sniffers).
An attacker may use Beacon+, the BLE device, smartphone, and the trusted server as attack surfaces. For example, an attacker may disrupt Beacon+ advertisements by
physically destroying Beacon+ devices, or jamming or dropping advertisements. We classify Beacon+ security threats
into the following categories:
1. BLE interface threats. An attacker can passively eavesdrop on advertisements, or actively jam, replay, modify, forge, or drop advertisements.
2. Software threats. An attacker can alter the logic of
Beacon+ through software vulnerabilities.
3. Application threats. An attacker can compromise the
intended functionality of an application.
Application-specific threats are unique to Beacon+ and
non-obvious. For example, an active attacker may attempt
to circumvent location-based restrictions by physically moving all Beacon+s to one central location. There exists threats
to BLE devices, smartphones, and trusted servers that we
do not cover because it is beyond the scope of Beacon+.
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THREAT MODEL

We describe Beacon+ as having unspoofable, temporal
and authenticated advertisements; as such, we recognize the
following security goals unique to Beacon+.
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Figure 1: iBeacon and Beacon+ advertisement formats. BLE advertisements can support up to a 31byte payload – 4 bytes are reserved for BLE structures and flags, leaving 27 bytes for user-defined
data.

4.

BEACON+

Apple’s iBeacon and the majority of other beacons lack
authentication and therefore are susceptible to spoofing; i.e.,
an attacker can advertise another beacon’s UUID to trick receivers into believing that the beacon is within range. These
beacons also lack a mechanism to provide receivers with a
notion of time or, specifically, the notion of advertisement
generation (temporal freshness).
Beacon+ prevents spoofing by adding lightweight authentication by way of a MAC, and it provides temporal freshness via a monotonically increasing sequence number. Each
BLE advertisement has both MAC and sequence number
appended to it. This advertisement maintains the single
27-byte payload structure and unidirectional broadcast protocol defined in the iBeacon specification [17].
Upon initialization, each Beacon+ is assigned a unique
identification number that we distinguish from the UUID of
regular beacons by labeling it as ID, an initial value for the
monotonically increasing sequence number, and a secret key
that is used to compute a MAC. The secret key is assigned
a priori to deployment. As with current beacons, the TX
Power (i.e., signal strength) to the Beacon+ at 1 meter in
Decibel-milliwatts (dBm) is measured and set. The ID, current sequence number, secret key, and TX Power are stored
in non-volatile memory on the Beacon+ to ensure that the
values persist even if removing power.
The trusted server maintains both the initial sequence
number and the secret key that will authenticate Beacon+
advertisements and check for temporal freshness. Beacon+
computes a MAC on the concatenation of TX Power, ID,
and current sequence number with padding. Each second,
Beacon+ increments it sequence number, computes a new
MAC, and replaces the previous advertisement with the current one.
Figure 1 compares the advertisement format of Beacon+
and iBeacon. Beacon+ uses 2 bytes for the ID and 8 bytes
for the monotonically increasing sequence number. One restriction of this specific byte allocation is that it supports
only 216 or 65535 IDs. We choose to use 2 bytes for the ID

describe BCMA physical proximity enforcement.

5.1

Figure 2: Beacon+ is implemented using the TI
MSP430 LaunchPad (underlying red board) and
Bluegiga Bluetooth BLE BoosterPack.
in order to allocate 8 bytes for the sequence number.
Beacon+ broadcasts advertisements at a predetermined
rate. Faster rates (e.g., eight times per second) improve the
likelihood that receivers detect Beacon+ devices in range
but increase the power consumption. Slower rates conserve
power consumption but may result in receivers failing to detect Beacon+s in range. We configure Beacon+ to broadcast
advertisements at a rate of eight times per second (i.e., every
125µs) which matches the rate of iBeacon.
We represent time using monotonically increasing sequence
numbers that increment at a regular timeout of once per second. The trusted server maintains the initial and subsequent
sequence numbers, and upon receiving an authenticated advertisement, it will compare the received sequence number
with the highest seen so far. The advertisement is accepted
if the received number is not more than some threshold below the highest seen.

4.1

Implementation

We implemented the Beacon+ specification using the Texas Instruments MSP430FR5969 LaunchPad Development
Kit [36] and Bluegiga Bluetooth Low Energy BoosterPack
for the LaunchPad [15] (see Figure 2). The MSP430 board
runs the control logic of Beacon+. During initialization,
each MSP430 board is assigned an ID, starting sequence
number (usually 1), secret key, and the appropriately calibrated TX Power. We place the MSP430 board at a chosen
location in the environment, and we share the ID, starting
sequence number, secret key, and chosen location with the
trusted server.
Once per the timeout rate, the MSP430 board increments
the sequence number, computes the MAC using AES-128 bit
CBC-MAC, and sends the new advertisement to the BLE
BoosterPack via the UART communication interface. The
BLE BoosterPack receives the latest advertisement from the
MSP430 and sends it out at a regular interval of eight times
per second. The transmitted advertisements are then collected by devices moving throughout the environment and
passed to the trusted server for validation (see Section 5).

5.

APPLICATIONS

Beacon+ serves as a foundation for building many secure
location sensing applications. We describe and implement
two such applications, namely secure real-time asset tracking
and location-based restrictions on access control. We also

Secure Real-Time Asset Tracking System

The tracking system is composed of three components:
(1) Beacon+, (2) BLE–speaking devices that will be tracked
(e.g. smartphone or tablet), and (3) backend server (trusted
server hereon) that validates Beacon+ advertisements and
calculates tracked devices’ positions. The system is initialized by placing Beacon+s throughout the environment at
chosen locations that provide good coverage of the area.
This chosen location and the Beacon+’s assigned unique ID,
secret key, and starting sequence number is shared with the
trusted server, which is run by the system administrator 2 .
As per the specification, each Beacon+ periodically broadcasts the authenticated BLE advertisement containing its
unique ID, monotonically increasing sequence number, TX
Power, and the corresponding MAC of the data.
Tracked BLE–speaking devices periodically collect the authenticated BLE advertisements and corresponding received
signal strength (RSSI) from all Beacon+ within range. The
device then sends a device update that contains the latest
collected Beacon+ advertisements to the server using some
other communication medium such as Wi-Fi, cellular, or
wired LAN. This device functionality can be added to existing medical devices that support BLE with only a small
modification, while older devices can use a BLE module or
data collector (e.g., smartphone or computer).
To track personnel, each individual can carry their own
smartphone or borrowed hospital-issued tablet. These types
of computing devices are increasingly used in health-related
environments due to the adoption of health information technology and Bring-Your-Own-Device (BYOD) [3]. An App
is installed on the devices that collects Beacon+ advertisements and sends them over Wi-Fi or cellular networks to the
trusted server.
Figure 3 shows an example of two different devices that
are tracked. The first device is a physician’s iPhone, which
can communicate directly to the trusted server. The second
device is a heart rate monitor that cannot communicate directly with the trusted server, and relies on a data collection
computer to forward communication. In both cases, the devices collect the authenticated BLE advertisements from the
Beacon+ within range, aggregate the advertisements and
corresponding RSSI values, and send them to the backend
server, which will use this information to determine the location of the device.
Upon receiving a device update, the trusted server validates each of the Beacon+ advertisements contained within
that update. The trusted server checks, using the shared secret key for each Beacon+, that the MAC appended on an
advertisement matches the computed MAC over the data. If
the MAC does not match, that advertisement is discarded
and not included in the location calculation. In addition,
each advertisement is checked for freshness by comparing
the monotonically increasing sequence number on the advertisement with the highest received sequence number received so far from that Beacon+. If the sequence number on
the advertisement is not within a valid range of the highest
sequence number seen to date (e.g., more than X sequence
numbers older), that advertisement is not valid.
After Beacon+ advertisements in a device update are vali2
Administer can return to a Beacon+ to refresh keys, apply
firmware updates, or even replace it entirely.
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tracked device and each Beacon+. The intersection
of the three circles (marked by an X) determines the
location of the device.
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Figure 3: Secure Real-Time Asset Tracking System
based on Beacon+.
dated, the trusted server can compute the location of the device. Given a device’s RSSI value to a Beacon+, the trusted
server can calculate the distance between the two entities
using the following equation:
rssi = −10n ∗ log10 (d) + A
d = 10

(rssi−A)
−10n

(1)
(2)

where rssi is the measured received signal strength in dBm,
A is the signal strength to the Beacon+ (in dBm) at 1 meter
(i.e., the TX Power), d is distance in meters between the
Beacon+ and the device, and n is the propagation constant
or path-loss exponent (free space has n = 2 for reference, this
value should be calibrated depending on the environment).
The trusted server can determine the location of the device
using trilateration [22, 37, 24] given the distance calculation
between the device and at least three Beacon+s and preexisting knowledge of the physical location of each Beacon+.
The device is located at the intersection of three circles, one
circle centered at each Beacon+, where the radius of each
circle is equal to the distance calculated between the device
and that Beacon+. In order to track a device’s position at
all times using trilateration, it must be within range of at
least three Beacon+ in order for the computation to succeed
at the trusted server.
In addition to computing a device’s location, the trusted
server continually updates a database, which contains the location of each Beacon+, the location of each tracked device,
acceptable boundaries for each device, and a log of system
events. A web application reads the database an displays the
location of each Beacon+ and tracked devices, the boundaries of each device, and the system events as they occur in
real-time. The trusted server and web application can take
action (e.g., raise an alarm, send an email or text message)
in response to problematic events, such as when a device has
left or is close to leaving the acceptable boundary.
Figure 5 shows a snapshot of an example web application

that visualizes the location of 10 Beacon+ (blue circles), one
device being tracked (solid red block), and the acceptable
boundary of that device (red square outline) on a single
floor of a university building. The web application enforces
access control to ensure that the location of devices (and
Beacon+) can only be seen by authorized individuals.
Attack Mitigations. An active attacker may steal a device. However, since devices are tracked in real-time, the
appropriate authority is notified if the device moves outside its intended location. The attacker may also physically
damage a Beacon+, remove the power source, or perform a
sophisticated wireless jamming attack. The tracking system
expects Beacon+ advertisements and device updates (i.e.,
heartbeat) at regular intervals; therefore, the trusted server
can implement a detection policy (much like a network intrusion detection system) that generates alerts. Or, the trusted
server can generate audit logs for retroactive analysis.

5.2

Location–Based Restrictions

Sensitive data such as electronic medical records are protected using encryption and single-factor access control mechanisms (e.g., PIN numbers, passwords) to limit access to
authorized individuals. However, this approach raises a major security concern as an attacker that is able to bypass or
break the access control security gains access to all of the
sensitive data in the database with a single breach. This
threat is made worse in the context of a hospital, where
computing devices are often used to access sensitive patient
information, and a stolen or compromised device can provide
an attacker with a large portion of private data.
To address this threat, we implement a prototype application that provides an access control mechanism that enforces
location-based restrictions. The application relies on the authenticity of received Beacon+ advertisements to compute
the relative location of an authenticated device compared to
an asset and provides access to the asset data if and only if
the device is within close physical proximity. In the hospital
setting, nurses and physicians who are away from their personal computer but moving around with their smartphone
must be within close physical proximity of a patient to access her medical record. With this scheme, an access control
breach only results in a small fraction of sensitive data leak-

Figure 5: Example Web Application Showing Secure
Real-Time Tracking System. The blue circles are
Beacon+, the solid red block is a tracked device, and
the red square outline is the acceptable boundary of
that device.
age, since an attacker that steals an authenticated device
only gets access to data that is within proximity. The location is only one factor in a multi-factor access control scheme
to authenticate a user.
Implementing the location-based restrictions application
requires only minor additions to the secure real-time tracking system. Personnel can use the same smartphone or BLE
device they sign into for the tracking system to access sensitive data. As personnel move about the organization, the
trusted server tracks their location. When the tracked device enters the close proximity of assets, the trusted server
checks the credentials of the device and authenticity of the
Beacon+ advertisements and sends the device the appropriate data from assets in range. Similarly, when devices
leave proximity of an asset, the trusted server revokes access to that asset’s data and the App removes the record3 .
The trusted server can choose the level of granularity on
which to enforce location-based restrictions. For example,
in the hospital context, the trusted server may choose to
organize patient records based on room, rather than solely
using distance as the metric. In addition, the trusted server
can tailor the information sent to the devices based on the
credentials of the user (e.g., physicians may be sent more
sensitive information about a patient than nurses).
This approach provides location-based restrictions without the need of additional authentication at every step. While
an attacker that steals one of these authenticated devices
can see the sensitive information about nearby patients, the
threat is not much different from the existing accepted threat
3
The App is also setup to remove data from the display after
a configurable timeout, which protects against an attacker
that cuts network communication in an effort to force an
asset’s data to persist on the screen even after moving out
of range of the asset.

in which an attacker could walk around the hospital and
take the paper medical records that often sit unattended
outside of patient rooms. One possibility is to have physicians re-authenticate upon entering each room which prevents an attacker from walking around with a device to get
basic patient information but puts a burden on physicians
and nurses. This is a trade-off between privacy and usability which can be set as desired, and the App supports both
configurations.
In some cases, a physician might require accessing more
details of a patient’s health records or may require accessing a medical record for a patient that is not in the same
room. In this case, the App on the device allows physicians
to provide further forms of authentication (e.g., fingerprint,
additional password) to increase their access. Note that this
access is only provided temporarily each time additional authentication is provided, preventing an attacker from breaking the location-based restrictions if she steals the device.
Additionally, physicians can always return to their private
offices to use traditional access control techniques to gain
access to a wider range of medical records.
By using location-based restrictions for access control,
hospitals get the technological and convenience benefits of
electronic medical records with the traditional privacy model
of paper medical records, in that successful attackers only
get access to localized sensitive information rather than access to a large database of many records.
Attack Mitigations. An active attacker may perform a
denial-of-service attack on the tracking system to cause patient harm or thwart productivity. This attack is mitigated
by having authorized individuals use additional authentication methods to bypass the location-based restrictions and
temporarily gain access to patient records, or return to an
authorized computer system (e.g., office computer). This
type of adversary can also steal an authenticated device (i.e.,
a physician logged in and misplaced the device) and use it
to obtain patient records via the location-based restrictions
application. The application mitigates this attack by deleting patient records on a set time interval and when it moves
outside the range of patients.
Note that the location-based restrictions application requires that the trusted server have knowledge of patient
locations in the hospital (either at a physical location or
room-level granularity). The tracking system can be made
to track patient locations by associating BLE devices with
patients, or the trusted server can link with existing hospital
management techniques that track patient locations.

5.3

BCMA Physical Proximity Enforcement

BCMAs typically involve scanning barcodes on patients
and medications to interface with electronic records. The
purpose of a BCMA is to reduce medication administration errors by confirming the patient, drug, dose, route, and
time. Koppel et al. [31] find that nurses and hospital staff
often circumvent proper BCMA use because of malfunctioning scanners, unreadable wristbands, and emergencies. The
process of circumventing BCMAs includes placing barcodes
on scanners and door jams.
These circumventions put patients at risk due to the increased likelihood of incorrect barcode scanning, thus, providing the wrong medications. We conjecture that enforcing
close physical proximity to a patient can mitigate this con-

sequence.
Specifically, scanning devices would need to accept authenticated advertisements from nearby Beacon+s and send
them to the trusted server. If the trusted server concludes
that the scanner is indeed near a patient, it will return a
value that enables the scanner to perform its scanning function.
Upon scanning a patient barcode, the patient name from
the barcode is sent with recent advertisements to the trusted
server. The trusted server will then compare the patient
name it receives to the one it has mapped to that physical
location. If the two match, the scan will complete. Otherwise, the scan will fail, and the operator is alerted.

EXPERIMENTS

We deployed eight evenly spaced Beacon+ prototypes of
one side of the floor in our building to emulate a setup that
would be used in typical hospital settings. Each Beacon+
was placed at its chosen location and assigned a unique
ID and secret key that is shared with the trusted server.
Upon startup, each Beacon+ begins broadcasting an authenticated BLE advertisement containing its unique ID, latest
sequence number (monotonically increasing once per second), calibrated transmit power at 1 meter, and MAC. Advertisements are broadcast every 125µs. We experimented
with several values for n, the propagation constant from
equation 1, and ultimately decided on n = 2.7 for our experiments. It provided the most accurate measured distance
from compared with the actual location of tracked devices.
We used a Google Nexus 4 smart phone as the tracked
device. We created an Android App to periodically scan
and collect all Beacon+ advertisements within range (aggregating the measured RSSI values for each Beacon+ ID).
The collected advertisements are then bundled into a device update and sent via Wi-Fi to the trusted server, which
authenticates each of the advertisements in the update and
calculates the position of the device.

6.1

Tracking System Accuracy

To measure the accuracy of our Beacon+ tracking system,
we placed the device at various locations and compared the
calculated location from the tracking system with the actual
location in the building. Initially, we measured the accuracy
using the trilateration approach, using the measurements
from the three Beacon+ prototypes with the strongest received signal strength for that update. However, we found
that the measured signal strength from our BLE hardware
contained a fair amount of noise, often causing the trilateration calculation to fail (i.e., the resulting circles created from
the distance measurements did not intersect). Rather than
using trilateration in our experiments, we calculated the position of devices using an approach that is less accurate, but
more flexible.
Translated Midpoint Method. For each device update received, the trusted server sorts the valid Beacon+ advertisements in order of received signal strength and can calculate
the device’s position for this update as long as at least two
advertisements are valid. If there are three or more valid
advertisements, the trusted server uses the top three Beacon+ ads (based on RSSI values) and forms a triangle, with
one vertex corresponding to each of the Beacon+ locations
in the environment. Each vertex is then translated toward
the midpoint of the opposite side of the triangle, with trans-
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Figure 6: Translated Midpoint Method to calculate
device position.

lation distance proportional (or in our case, equal) to the
measured distance between the device and that Beacon+.
If there are only two advertisements, a line is formed between the two Beacon+ locations, and each point is translated toward the other point with a distance equal to the
measured distance from the device to that Beacon+. Finally, the device’s position is calculated as the centroid of
the resulting triangle (in the case of three valid Beacon+ advertisements) or midpoint of the resulting line (in the case
of two Beacon+ advertisements). Using the new approach
resulted in position calculation with precision 1-2 meters in
the best case and 9-10 meters in the worst case.
Using the translated midpoint method, the resulting Beacon+ tracking system is flexible and accurate, providing a
position calculation with the precision of 1-2 meters in the
best case and 9-10 meters in the worst case. Compared to
the trilateration approach, the translated midpoint method
achieves a better overall tracking system in the environment
of our experimentation.

6.2

Power Consumption

We connected an MSP-430 LaunchPad to an Agilent programmable power supply. Since the MSP430 LaunchPad
runs off of a +5V power source, we set the output voltage
to 5 volts and maximum current to 1A. Our power supply
showed that in the case of the MSP430 emulating an iBeacon, the power draw was between 15 and 20 mA. In the
case of the MSP430 emulating a Beacon+, the power draw
was between 22 and 25 mA. Therefore, the overhead of Beacon+ over a standard Beacon running on our test platform
was between 20% and 46%.

6.3

Location-Based Restrictions

We created an Android App that collects and forwards
Beacon+ advertisements to the trusted server and displays
patient records sent in return. After validating a device and
calculating its position, the trusted server compares the device position with the location of patients in the building
and only sends records of nearby patients (10 meters in our
experiments). When a device moves out of range of a patient, that patient record is removed from the list in the
App.
For this experiment, we created a mock patient record
database on the trusted server based on the OpenMRS Demo
Data [26], and set the location of four of the patients in the
database to locations in the building environment (yellow
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squares are shown in Figure 7). Then, we walked around
the building with the smartphone running the App to view
the records of the nearby patients, i.e., the patients that
were within 10 meters of the device’s tracked position.
Figure 7 shows four snapshots (a through d) of the experiment in action. The visual GUI of the Beacon+ tracking
system is shown on the right. The GUI shows the location
of the Beacon+ prototypes (blue circles), the patients in the
building (yellow squares), and where the device is located at
each snapshot (a through d). For each snapshot in Figure 7,
we also include the screen capture of the device running the
patient record access App at its respective location.

7.

REMOVING THE TRUSTED SERVER

We assume a central trusted authority (i.e., the trusted
server) in our secure location sensing application architecture. However, this assumption is susceptible to an attacker
who gains unauthorized access to the trusted server. If this
should happen, all security guarantees are invalidated because the attacker would have access to the private keys
of every Beacon+. Removing the trusted server is a complicated problem because Beacon+ supports unidirectional

communication only; therefore, we cannot use a two-way
protocol to assert trust nor can we introduce an out-of-band
channel for weak authentication [14, 32].
To remove the trusted server we construct a protocol based
on the timed efficient stream loss-tolerant authentication
(TESLA) broadcast protocol [29]. This protocol assumes
a large set of mutually untrusted receivers in a sensor network with packet loss. A sender computes the MAC t of
a message with a key k known only to itself. The sender
broadcasts the authenticated message m, t, and some set of
receivers buffer the message. Time t later, the sender discloses the key k and the receiver authenticates the packet.
This protocol is unlike our previous Beacon+ protocol because it assumes that the sender and receiver clocks can be
loosely synchronized. It also introduces hash chains to authenticate keys at the receiver.
A hash chain is generated by selecting a random element
s and repeatedly applying a one-way function F . We can
verify any element of the chain through commitment si by
performing F j−i (sj ) = si , where i < j. TESLA uses hash
chains to generate authentication values, k from the above,
and discloses k at time t (e.g., one key per second).
We design Beacon+’s new protocol without a trusted server
as follows. We initially generate a random secret s and
unique ID. We then calculate HN = H N (s) where H N
is the hash of s, N times. We put HN and ID into a digital
certificate C and sign it with a certificate authority’s private
key. C, s, and ID are placed on the Beacon+. At each time
period i, the Beacon+ sends an advertisement containing
C, ID, a message M containing the value i, a MAC on M
computed with the key H N −(i+1) (s), and the value H N −i .
The verifier in this protocol is the smartphone or medical
device. The verifier collects advertisements from two adjacent time periods (i initial and j final) and checks that the
advertisements are current based on its own internal clock.
Next, the verifier validates C and hashes H N −j (s), j times,
to obtain HN . This value is in C, thus, it can be validated.
The verifier then verifies time period i’s MAC using the key
output from time period j. We diagram this protocol in
Figure 8.
We differ from TESLA in how we do synchronization.
Specifically, TESLA requires a digital signature key pair
on the sender and a nonce from the receiver. The receiver
records the current time and sends the sender a nonce. The
sender replies with its clock time and the nonce signed with
its public key. Clock synchronization is useful for the receiver because it can check that the key k received has been
disclosed yet. Beacon+ is strictly unidirectional, thus, cannot receive a nonce like the sender in TESLA. Instead, the
verifier in our protocol can check if two adjacent time periods are current by querying the tracking server described
below.
Removing the trusted server in our architecture adds new
entities and roles. For example, the secure real-time asset
tracking system adds a certificate authority, tracking server,
and map authority (i.e., database server). We logically separate the tracking server and map authority because these
components could be distributed. The certificate authority
issues a signed certificate to every Beacon+. The medical
device and smartphone later verify the signature on the Beacon+ certificate when receiving Beacon+ advertisements.
The tracking server allows both the medical device and
smartphone to make application-specific queries to the map

Setup
Load unique secret (S), unique
ID (ID), and certificate (C) onto
Beacon+

[Sender] Beacon+
1

[Verifier] Phone

{S, ID, C}

S = {0,1} 256

At time period i, send Message M:

HN = HN(s)

tagi = MAC(M, HN-(i+1)(s))

ID = {0,1}128

At time period j, send Message M:

i, ID

1

2

{i, ID, tagi, ki}

ki = HN-i(s)

j, ID
C = {ID, HN, sig{ID, HN}}

Collect M from time period i

tagj = MAC(M, HN-(j+1)(s))
kj = HN-j(s)

Collect M from time period j

3

{j, ID, tagj, kj}
4

Check time is current, verify cert
j N-j
H (H (s)) =? HN
5

Verify tagi with kj

Figure 8: Beacon+ protocol without central trusted authority.
authority. For example, a medical device would send a location query 4 that contains a set of unique Beacon+ IDs, the
latest time period j and kj where kj = H N −j (s). The tracking server would verify H j (H N −j (s)) = HN where HN is in
the Beacon+ certificate. If and only if verification succeeds
and kj has not been previously seen, the tracking server
processes the query using the map authority and returns a
result.
There exists an implicit assumption that devices that can
verify Beacon+ advertisements are also trusted. We can
make this an explicit assumption by requiring mutual authentication between the smartphone or medical device and
the tracking server. In this case, only trusted devices can
communicate with the tracking server.

8.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we have shown that Beacon+ can be used
to implement secure location sensing applications that have
the potential to improve healthcare processes in terms of
security, efficiency, and safety. We implemented a secure
real-time tracking system for hospitals that also provides
a foundation for a novel application that applies locationbased restrictions on access control.
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